We present the conformally 1+3 Hubble-normalized field equations together with the general total source equations, and then specialize to a source that consists of perfect fluids with general barotropic equations of state. Motivating, formulating, and assuming certain conjectures, we derive results about how the properties of fluids (equations of state, momenta, angular momenta) and generic spacelike singularities affect each other.
Introduction
This paper is about generic singularities for a source that consists of perfect fluids with barotropic equations of state, and deals with the temporal geometric and matter behavior along a timelike reference congruence. Although the singularity theorems say little about the nature of singularities, the very definition of a singularity implies that there exists a prominent variable scale-the affine parameter distance from/to the singularity of a causal inextendible geodesic that is used to define it, furthermore, the one dynamical input that goes into the theorems, the Raychaudhuri equation for the expansion θ, 1 also implies a variable scale given by the expansion itself, since θ has unit (time) −1 (or, equivalently, (length) −1 , since we set the speed of light c to one). To learn more about what Einstein's theory has to say about the nature of singularities, and about generic singularities in particular, requires a more detailed study of Einstein's field equations. Since we here focus on dynamical aspects of generic singularities this brings the expansion and the coupling of the Raychaudhuri equation to the remaining Einstein's equations into focus. We will locate the singularity in the past and we therefore refer to it as a 'cosmological' singularity. Since we study asymptotic temporal developments, we consider timelike reference congruences for which θ > 0 in the vicinity of the singularity, where θ → +∞ asymptotically, i.e., we are interested in 'crushing' singularities. Furthermore, due to the 'cosmological' context we will replace θ with the Hubble variable H which is defined as H = 1 3 θ. In the present context it is of interest to note that it is standard to refer to H −1 as a characteristic time scale (also known as the Hubble radius when referred to as a length scale) in FRW cosmology.
The importance and asymptotic blow up of H suggests that we should asymptotically 'factor out' H towards the singularity, preferably so that the two following desirable features are incorporated into the formalism:
(i) Preservation of causal structure, since it is reasonable to believe that there is a close connection between causal structure and the nature of singularities.
(ii) Adaption to scale-invariance, since there are many known as well as conjectured links between scale-invariant, i.e., self-similar, solutions and asymptotic properties of many types of singularities.
The natural way to accomplish this is by means of a conformal transformation (satisfies (i)) with a conformal factor that involves H (factoring out of H) so that the key variables are (conformally) scaleinvariant, i.e., dimensionless, and thus adapted to the properties of self-similar solutions, since such solutions are scale-invariant (satisfies (ii)). Hence we use a conformally Hubble-normalized scale-invariant formulation based on the conformal transformation
where we assume that H > 0 in the vicinity of the singularity and where g is the physical metric; since g naturally carries dimension (length) 2 , as does H −2 , it follows that the unphysical metric G is dimensionless. Because of this, scalars constructed from G take constant finite values for self-similar models that admit spacetime transitive homothetic symmetry groups. This leads to perhaps the main advantage of a conformally scale-invariant Hubble-normalized formalism, since the finiteness of the conformally Hubblenormalized scalars for self-similar solutions leads to an asymptotic regularization with asymptotically bounded variables, not all being asymptotically zero.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section we first introduce the orthonormal frame approach of Ellis and MacCallum [1, 2] and combine it with the 1+3 threading approach [3, 4] . We then introduce the conformal 1+3 [5] Hubble-normalized orthonormal frame equations, leading to a decoupling of the dimensional variable H and a reduced coupled system of dimensionless equations, which we give explicitly in their full generality for the first time. In Section 3 we present the equations for the Hubblenormalized energy density and the peculiar velocities for perfect fluids with barotropic equations of state. Section 4 is devoted to various invariant boundary subsets; we also show that the equations on the socalled silent boundary subset coincide with those for the spatially homogeneous case, and therefore our subsequent results about the silent boundary also pertain to the spatially homogeneous case. Section 5 deals with asymptotic gauge and 'locality' conditions, and we also formulate several conjectures that motivate a strategy for how to find the generic asymptotic dynamics of generic spacelike singularities.
In Section 6 we study generic past stabilities and instabilities on the silent boundary. We also find that the equations for the peculiar velocities of the fluids, with general barotropic equations of state, take the same form on the silent boundary, and thus also in the spatially homogeneous case, as when each fluid has a linear equation of state. Furthermore, we find that a source that consists of perfect fluids that obey the energy conditions, and with asymptotically negligible Hubble-normalized interactions, can naturally be divided into three categories that are determined by the asymptotic properties of the stiffest equation of state. The results in this section allow us to identify the past attractors on the silent boundary for the vacuum case and the three fluid categories, and these attractors are subsequently given in Section 7, where we argue that the attractors are local attractors in the full state space. We also discuss possible temporal gauge choices, and in particular if it is possible to use fluid congruences as temporal reference congruences to describe so-called asymptotically silent and local singularities; we find that this is only possible if there exist fluids with a sound speed that is equal to or larger than the speed of light. We conclude with some remarks in Section 8 concerning under what circumstances perfect fluids affect the spacetime geometry in the vicinity of a generic asymptotically silent and local singularity, and when a perfect fluid must carry momentum w.r.t. a reference congruence that is compatible with asymptotic silence and locality.
The conformal 1+3 Hubble-normalized dynamical systems approach
In this section we introduce the conformal 1+3 Hubble-normalized dynamical systems approach in two steps. First, we combine the orthonormal frame approach of Ellis and MacCallum [1, 2] with the 1+3 threading approach [3, 4] in order to obtain a formalism that is adapted to the timelike reference congruence. Second, we introduce the conformal 1+3 [5] Hubble-normalized orthonormal frame approach.
The 1+3 orthonormal frame approach
The kinematical foundation for the orthonormal frame formalism consists of a tetrad of four orthogonal unit basis vector fields {e a } (a = 0, 1, 2, 3), with a dual basis of one-forms {ω a }, and a set of the commutator functions c a bc (x µ ), defined as follows. In a local coordinate basis the vector fields e a and one-forms ω a are written as e a = e a µ ∂/∂x µ = e a µ ∂ µ , ω a = e 
where the tetrad components e a µ (x ν ) and their inverse components e a µ (x ν ) satisfy the following duality relations and orthogonality conditions 
g ab = e a · e b = g µν e a µ e b ν = η ab , g µν = η ab e 
and satisfy the Jacobi identities, e [a c 
The 1+3 orthonormal frame approach is based on the existence of an additional structure-a unit timelike reference vector field u, which is selected as e 0 , i.e. e 0 = u. This reference vector field is then used to make a 1+3 decomposition of all objects, where in addition all spatial tensors are irreducibly decomposed, see e.g [6, 7, 8] , and references therein. This leads to that the commutator equations take the form:
[ e α , e β ] = 2ω αβ e 0 + c
where it also is convenient to decompose c γ αβ according to
γσ .
In the above equations ǫ αβγ is the spatial permutation tensor (ǫ 123 = 1); H is the Hubble variable while σ αβ , ω α = 1 2 ǫ α βγ ω βγ ,u α are the shear, vorticity, and acceleration, respectively, all associated with u = e 0 ; Ω α is the rotation w.r.t. gyroscopically fixed spatial frame, a so-called Fermi propagated frame, while c α βγ , or equivalently n αβ , a α , are spatial commutator functions that determine the 3-curvature of the hypersurfaces associated with u when ω α is zero. The spatial frame indices are raised and lowered by means of the Kronecker deltas δ αβ , δ αβ , respectively. The 1+3 approach emphasizes the timelike vector reference field u = e 0 , and it is hence natural to choose a time coordinate such that e 0 becomes tangential to a timelike reference congruence, thus tying the 1+3 orthonormal frame approach of Ellis and MacCallum [1, 2] to the 1+3 threading approach [3, 4, 6] :
where ∂ i = ∂ x i , and i = 1, 2, 3, and where M and M α are the threading lapse function and threading shift vector, respectively. In the special case of a non-rotating congruence with M α = 0, the above formalism reduces to the 3+1 tetrad approach with a zero shift vector, for further details, see [6] . So far the considerations have been purely kinematical. To determine how spacetime curvature actually is produced requires a dynamical law. We will be concerned with general relativity and hence we impose Einstein's field equations:
where we have chosen c = 1 = 8πG as units, where c is the speed of light in vacuum and G is Newton's gravitational constant. The Einstein tensor G ab is defined as follows: First we define the connection components (the Ricci rotation coefficients) for the tetrad via ∇ b e a = Γ c ab e c , which yields Γ abc = − Since the stress-energy tensor T ab appears in the Einstein field equations, we, in addition to the 1+3 split of the frame and commutator function variables, also make an irreducible 1+3 decomposition of T ab :
i.e., when expressed in the 1+3 orthonormal frame formalism based on u the total stress-energy is encoded in the objects (ρ, p, q α , π αβ ), where π α α = 0. The equations for the frame, commutator function, and matter variables, are given by the commutator equations, the Jacobi identities, the Einstein equations, and matter equations. However, instead of giving these equations we will first introduce new conformal Hubble-normalized variables.
The 1+3 conformal Hubble-normalized orthonormal frame approach
In the conformal Hubble-normalized orthonormal frame approach, cf. [5, 9] , we introduce a conformal 'Hubble-normalized' orthonormal frame of g (or, equivalently, an orthonormal frame of G) according to
where the one-forms Ω a are related to the conformal orthonormal vector fields ∂ ∂ ∂ a via
The new Hubble-normalized derivative operators ∂ ∂ ∂ 0 and ∂ ∂ ∂ α are therefore given by:
where M and M α are the conformally Hubble-normalized threading lapse function and shift vector, respectively. Derivatives in all equations will from now on be expressed in terms of the derivative operators ∂ ∂ ∂ 0 and ∂ ∂ ∂ α . That partial derivatives are 'weighted' with conformally normalized frame variables is one of the main advantages of the present formalism, as will be implicit below.
The deceleration parameter q and the object r α , needed below, are kinematically defined by
For dimensional reasons, the above equations for the dimensional Hubble variable H must decouple from all equations that only involve dimensionless variables and operators. It is useful to write the dimensionless commutator equations on the following operator form:
where
where we have used ∂ ∂ ∂ 0 H = − (q + 1) H to obtain the relationship q = −H = − 1 3 Θ, which relates the deceleration parameter q to the (Hubble-) conformal Hubble scalar H and expansion Θ; Σ αβ is the (Hubble-) conformal shear;U α is the conformal acceleration; W α is the conformal vorticity, all associated with ∂ ∂ ∂ 0 , while R α is the rotation w.r.t a conformal Fermi frame; N αβ and A α describe the conformal spatial commutator functions.
It is of interest to relate the previous dimensional variables to the present dimensionless ones and H:
The conformal transformation naturally yields new dimensionless matter variables by scaling ρ, p, q α , π αβ with H −2 , however, to conform with the standard definition Ω = ρ/(3H 2 ), we instead scale the matter variables as follows:
The conformal Hubble-normalized state space
The conformally Hubble-normalized variables can be grouped into two categories:
(i) Conformally Hubble-normalized gauge variables:
which are associated with the choice of coordinates and frame. The gauge variables are linked with each other via gauge equations given below.
(ii) Conformally Hubble-normalized state space variables:
where the Hubble-normalized matter state space variables S matter depend on the source. Note that the state space associated with the state vector X is infinite dimensional since the variables apart from depending on time also depend on the spatial coordinates.
It is sometimes useful to apply the commutator equations (15) to log(H) and consider the following resulting auxiliary equations for r α (also possibly extending the above state space to include r α ):
The conformal Hubble-normalized field equations
The field equation for the dimensionless frame and commutator variables (obtained from the commutator equations, the Jacobi identities, and the Einstein equations) are conveniently grouped into gauge equations, evolution equations, and constraint equations:
Gauge equations:
Evolution equations:
Constraint equations:
, and where
The expression for q in (25a) was obtained from the Raychadhuri equation, which gives q its dynamical content; The equations (23b), (24b), (24c), (25a), were all obtained from Einstein's field equations, and are thus dynamical in nature, furthermore, note that it is the total stress-energy content {Ω, P, Q α , Π αβ } that enters into these equations; all remaining equations were obtained from the commutator equations and the Jacobi identities, and are thus kinematical. If we want to stress that a quantity refers to the total stress-energy content below we will provide it with the subscript tot, e.g., Ω tot .
These equations need to be supplemented with matter equations that depend on the chosen matter content, however, local conservation of the total energy-momentum yields ∇ b T ab = 0 for the total T ab , which for the 1+3 splitted matter variables yields:
there is a sign error in front of the terms ǫα βγ R β Wγ, ǫ γδ α N β γUδ , and ǫα βγ R β Wγ , in the equation that corresponds to (24d), (23b), and (22b), respectively.
3 Note that this is also a reasonable demand in the context of other metric theories than general relativity, i.e., (26) has a broader area of application than the present general relativistic one.
Total matter equations:
The present system of dimensionless equations constitute an asymptotic regularization of Einstein's field equations for a large set of singularities, e.g. generic spacelike singularities, i.e., all derivative terms and variables are asymptotically bounded, but not all are identically zero asymptotically-this is a direct consequence of the scale-invariant property of our formulation. To proceed further we need to specify the matter content.
Perfect fluids
In this paper we consider a source that consists of several perfect fluids. The i:th perfect fluid yields a stress-energy tensor component,
to the total stress-energy tensor,
, whereρ (i) andp (i) are the energy density and pressure, respectively, in the rest frame of the i:th fluid, whileũ a (i) is its 4-velocity; throughout we will assume that ρ (i) ≥ 0. It is natural to make a 1+3 split ofũ a (i) w.r.t. u a of the reference congruence, and introduce a 3-velocity v a (i) (one reason for why this is convenient is that since the components of the 3-velocity v
in the orthonormal frame {e a } are dimensionless they coincide with the 3-velocity components of the conformal 4-velocity in the Hubble-normalized frame {∂ ∂ ∂ a }) according tõ
which gives
Throughout, we are going to assume that the perfect fluids satisfy barotropic equations of state, i.e.,
; special cases of interest are dust, w = 0, radiation, w = 1 3 , and stiff fluids, w = 1. Consider w
If w (i) > −1, then the effect of a non-zero peculiar velocity is to stiffen the 'effective equation of state' when the equation of state is softer than radiation, i.e., w (i) < We are here going to assume that the Hubble-normalized interaction terms asymptotically tend to zero towards the singularity, and that the fluids, in this sense, are asymptotically non-interacting (this can still be the case even if the interaction energies tend to infinity). Using the Hubble-normalized version of the relation ∇ a T ab (i) = 0, since we assume that the Hubble-normalized interaction terms are asymptotically zero, leads to the following equations for Ω and v α (to obtain less cumbersome expressions we drop the index (i)):
whereḠ
and where c 2 s can be interpreted as the square of the speed of sound when non-negative. In the above expressions all 'matter objects' refer to the i:th fluid component, except in q in (32a), since q obtains its dynamical content from the total source. A cosmological constant Λ can formally be regarded as a perfect fluid contribution with w = −1, which leads to the following Hubble-normalized stress-energy contribution:
Due to its definition and equation (14),
4 Invariant boundary subsets
The physical interior of the state space is characterized by det(E α i ) = 0, and, in the case of the interior of the perfect fluid state space, Ω tot = 0. However, the asymptotes of most interior solutions X(t, x i ) reside on the boundaries of the interior state space, and hence it becomes necessary to study the dynamics on these boundaries as well. Some of these boundaries play a particularly important role. Notably we have the vacuum subset Ω tot = 0 (and hence Ω (i) = 0 ∀ i), and what we call the partially silent and the silent boundary subsets [10] . The existence of these latter subsets is intimately connected with the homogeneity of (23a), which leads to the existence of boundary subsets of the interior subset (det(E α i ) = 0) such that the rank of the matrix E α i is two, one, or zero. Let us begin with the rank zero case. Our later discussion suggests that only a part of the subset E α i = 0 is of generic importance, namely the invariant boundary subset
see (22) - (26), which we denote as the silent boundary, where
On this subset there exists a coupled set of ordinary differential equations and algebraic constraints for the state vector S that is identical to those of spatially homogeneous models. This can be seen as follows. In the spatially homogeneous case a spatially homogeneous foliation with orthogonal timelines (M α = W α = 0) leads to (M, H, S) = (M (t), H(t), S(t)), and henceU α = r α = 0 and ∂ ∂ ∂ α S = E α i ∂ i S = 0, and as a consequence the equations for E α i (det(E α i ) = 0) decouple from those of S, and thus one often only considers the equations for the 'essential' variables S, cf. [11] . Although the equations for S coincide for the spatially homogeneous case and the silent boundary, there is a fundamental difference; in the spatially homogeneous case the constants of integration are really constants, but on the silent boundary the integration coefficients are spatial functions, since the state space in this case corresponds to an infinite set of identical copies-one for each spatial point.
A similar phenomenon happens when the rank of the matrix E α i is one or two, which leads to boundary subsets on which the dynamics is identical to that of models with spatial symmetry orbits of dimensions two or one, respectively. We refer to these subsets as partially silent boundaries; in these cases there are two or one spatial coordinates, respectively, that act as an index set, in analogy with what happens for the state vector in the silent boundary case.
Yet another, overlapping, boundary is of interest-the Minkowski subset . In the present formulation this subset corresponds to the Minkowski solution/spacetime in foliations for which H > 0. Hence it is characterized by that the Hubble-normalized curvature is zero, i.e., both Ω tot and the Hubble-normalized Weyl tensor are zero. A 1+3 irreducible splitting of the Weyl tensor decomposes it into spatial, symmetric, and trace-free electric and magnetic parts, defined according to
Expressed in a conformal orthonormal Hubble-normalized frame we obtain the components E αβ and H αβ (or equivalently, the orthonormal frame components of the Weyl tensor of G; or equivalently the orthonormal frame components of the Weyl tensor of g divided with H 2 ; recall that the Weyl tensor is conformally invariant), and following the conventions of [7] , we obtain
(writing out 3 S αβ explicitly in (37a) brings the expression to a form that is manifestly conformally invariant). Using the evolution equation (23b) for Σ αβ yields:
There are many subsets on the Minkowski boundary, but one seems to be of particular importance, the Taub subset (so denoted because it is related to the Taub representation of the Minkowski spacetime), which we define as a subset that, in addition to Ω tot = 0, E αβ = H αβ = 0, satisfies
, Ω k = 0, and (M α , W α ,U α , r α ) = 0, and hence Σ 2 = 1 and q = 2. Furthermore, these conditions implies det(Σ αβ ) = 2, and that it is possible to introduce a Fermi propagated frame in which Σ αβ = diag(2, −1, −1), or cycle. Although the Taub subset plays an important role in subsequent discussions, our main interest in this paper is the silent boundary and its vicinity.
Asymptotic gauge and locality conditions
The silent boundary is of relevance for the asymptotic evolution along a timeline towards a singularity for physical solutions in the 'interior' state space with E α i = 0 if two partially intertwined conditions hold:
(a) The asymptotic gauge locality condition,
(b) The asymptotic locality condition,
If the asymptotic gauge locality condition is fulfilled along a time line towards the singularity, then the gauge choice can be said to provide a local asymptotic Hubble-conformal Gaussian coordinate system with constant mean curvature slices of the original spacetime, furthermore, a local asymptotic Hubbleconformal Gaussian coordinate system can also be interpreted as a local asymptotic foliation with inverse mean curvature flow. This is because M α = W α = 0 implies that the timelike reference congruence is hypersurface forming with timelines that are orthogonal to the associated foliation; moreover, if in additionU α = 0, then the hypersurface forming reference congruence is conformally geodesic, which amounts to an inverse mean curvature flow for the original physical spacetime; r α = 0 implies that the slicing is a constant mean curvature foliation in the physical spacetime (it is because of the prominence of this gauge choice we have included r α under the above heading "asymptotic gauge locality condition").
Note also thatU α = r α = 0 implies that the reference timelines are geodesics in the original physical spacetime. A (part of a) singularity that is characterized by timelines that obey conditions (a) and (b) is referred to as an asymptotically local singularity, while the associated dynamics is said to be asymptotically local . If both (a) and (b) hold, then, generically, we also expect asymptotic silence to hold [12, 10, 13] ; in accordance with [10] , we define asymptotic silence as the formation of particle horizons that shrink to zero size in all directions along any timeline (with tangent vectors that are not asymptotically null) that approaches the singularity, thus leading to increasingly prohibited communication. We will refer to a singularity with such a property as an asymptotically silent singularity.
Note that there are no approximations involved in identifying the invariant silent boundary subset. Furthermore, the conditions for asymptotically approaching the silent boundary are just definitions; the issue is the dynamical relevance of these definitions, which leads to the following questions:
(i) According to Einstein's field equations, how large is the class of models that admit singularities that are at least in part asymptotically local and silent?
(ii) According to Einstein's field equations, when a singularity admits a part that is asymptotically local and silent, how many timelines have asymptotically local dynamics determined by the dynamics on the silent boundary?
5
Based on [12, 14, 10, 13, 15] and references therein, we make the following conjecture for vacuum models and models with a source that consists of perfect fluids with asymptotically negligible Hubblenormalized interactions, such that at least one of the fluids has an equation of state that satisfies the weak and strong energy conditions strictly, i.e.ρ > 0,ρ +p > 0, andρ + 3p > 0, in the vicinity of the singularity (a condition we from now on assume).
Conjecture (The asymptotic silence and locality conjecture).
There exists an open set of vacuum and perfect fluid models that obey Einstein's field equations with asymptotically silent and local curvature singularities with an open set of timelines with asymptotically local dynamics, determined by the silent boundary.
Remark. Numerics indicate that there exists asymptotically silent singularities with timelines for which the dynamics is not asymptotically local, exhibiting recurring spike formation [14, 16] , however, we conjecture that these timelines are non-generic, i.e., they are of measure zero (however, this does not exclude that they may form a dense set). Furthermore, it is an open issue if there exists an open set of solutions with so-called weak null singularities, which are not asymptotically silent or local [10] , however, even if such generic singularities exist, this does not exclude that the above conjecture holds. 6 A necessary condition for the dynamics of a timeline to approach the silent boundary is that E α i → 0 towards the past singularity. This condition is equivalent to the condition that the conformally Hubblenormalized contravariant spatial 3-metric
tends to zero. Due to (23a),
If the eigenvalues of qδ αβ − Σ αβ are asymptotically positive towards the past, then 3 G ij → 0, and hence also E α i → 0, towards the past singularity. The eigenvalues of qδ αβ − Σ αβ are positive e.g. on the entire silent type I vacuum subset (discussed in the next section), on which q = 2, except at the intersection of this subset and the Taub subset where the eigenvalues of Σ αβ are 2, −1, and −1, which leads to that qδ αβ − Σ αβ has one zero eigenvalue, which is the case for the entire Taub subset. This results in that the asymptotic rank of 3 G ij (and E α i ), in general, is one and not zero if the evolution along the timeline asymptotically approach the Taub subset, which leads to a partially silent singularity. 7 There exist special solutions with weak null singularities that are associated with such behavior [10] , and we cannot exclude that this class of solutions is generic, but this does not mean that the asymptotic silence and locality conjecture does not hold, which is intimately connected with that the following conjecture is satisfied:
Conjecture (The generic asymptotic non-Taub conjecture).
There exists an open set of vacuum and perfect fluid models with curvature singularities that obey the Einstein field equations and have an open set of timelines such that the asymptotic dynamical limit towards the singularity along the timelines is not characterized by q = 2 and that Σ αβ has eigenvalues 2,−1, and −1.
Remark. It has been proven in [17] that generic spatially homogeneous vacuum Bianchi type VIII and IX solutions do not end up on the Taub subset; this has also been shown in [18, 19] to be true for the Bianchi type IX models with a single fluid with a 4-velocity that is orthogonal to the symmetry surfaces, and with an equation of state w = const, − 1 3 < w ≤ 1. Together with the type VI −1/9 models, the type VIII and IX models are the generic spatially homogeneous models. In combination with the fact that the equations for the spatially homogeneous models and those on the silent boundary coincide, this suggest that it should not be too difficult to prove the above conjecture on the silent boundary. However, the real difficulty lies in proving it for the general inhomogeneous case, particularly in view of if there also exists a generic class of solutions with curvature singularities that violates it.
However, the generic non-Taub conjecture does not suffice to guarantee that E α i → 0 towards the singularity. We therefore assume the stronger condition that the following conjecture is true.
Conjecture (The positivity conjecture).
There exists an open set of vacuum and perfect fluid models that obey the Einstein field equations with an open set of timelines with dynamics such that all eigenvalues of qδ α β − Σ α β are almost always positive asymptotically towards the curvature singularity so that E α i → 0.
Remark. For certain matter models, the eigenvalues of the matrix qδ α β − Σ α β are oscillatory towards the singularity along a timeline; the above conjecture entails that the 'positive' temporal periods 'dominate' over 'negative' ones, when such exist, so that E α i → 0. Recall that q is algebraically obtained from the Raychaudhuri equation; the 'positivity' condition on qδ α β − Σ α β link the asymptotic properties of q to those of Σ α β , making it necessary to consider the Raychaudhuri equation in the context of all field equations.
The above suggests an analysis in two steps:
1. Identification of the past attractor 8 on the silent boundary.
Perturbation of the past attractor to establish if it is stable or not.
A proof that identifies the attractor and shows its stability in the full infinite dimensional state space amounts to a proof of a singularity theorem that concerns the details of a generic singularity. This is a tall order and here we will only provide heuristic arguments that illuminate some aspects for perfect fluid models, even so, we expect this to be a useful step in our program about asymptotic silence and locality.
6 Past stability and instability on the silent boundary
To proceed with step 1 we first give the equations on the silent boundary.
7 See [10] for an example of a special solution with timelines for which q = 2 and where the eigenvalues of Σ αβ are given by 2, −1, and −1 asymptotically, but where still Eα i → 0, however, in this case there exists Hubble-normalized frame derivatives that are not zero. 8 The past attractor of a dynamical system given on a state space X is defined as the smallest closed invariant set A − ⊆ X such that the α-limits of all p ∈ X, apart from a set of measure zero, satisfy α(p) ⊆ A − [20] .
Equations on the silent boundary
Total matter equations:
Perfect fluid equations:
where instead of the peculiar 3-velocity v α it is sometimes useful to introduce v ≥ 0 and the unit vector c α = v α /v as variables, which lead to the equations
As before it is the complete stress-energy-momentum objects that appear in (42a), (43a), (43b), (44a), It is of interest to compute the evolution equations for ρ, w,ρ, andñ for a fluid component, on the silent boundary (i.e., let (E α i , M α , W α ,U α , r α ) = 0 in the equations for these objects), since we expect these expressions to govern the asymptotic evolution for these quantities (as usual we drop the index (i)):
where the last two relations are exact (i.e., we have not imposed the silent boundary conditions).
Past stability on the silent boundary
On silent boundary we have
i.e., the evolution of det(N αβ ) is governed by the Raychaudhuri equation. Let us assume that the strong energy condition Ω tot + 3P tot ≥ 0 holds in the vicinity of the singularity. 9 Then q ≥ 0, and q = 0 only when Ω tot + 3P tot = 0 and Σ 2 = 0, but then
towards the past singularity. Thus the past attractor must reside on the det(N αβ ) = 0 subset, i.e., the Bianchi type I-VII part of the silent boundary. This implies that Ω k ≥ 0, which, together with the Gauss
The evolution equation for ln ρ (i) on the silent subset is given by (48a), and thus the asymptotic properties of ρ (i) are governed by the sign of the factor 
if a solution asymptotically approaches the silent boundary towards the past singularity (incidentally, this result holds for all Bianchi models, including Bianchi types VIII and IX because of (52)). On the silent boundary
and hence, assuming the generic asymptotic non-Taub conjectures/the positivity conjecture,
towards the singularity, i.e., the past attractor has to reside on the subset that consists of the union of the class A (A α = 0) type I, II, VI 0 , and VII 0 subsets on the silent boundary. The evolution equation for lnρ (i) on the silent class A subset is governed by the sign of the factor (48)), which is negative, if we assume the generic asymptotic non-Taub conjecture, and hencẽ
Furthermore, on the class A part of the silent boundary (47a) reduces to
Hence if c 2 s > 1 asymptotically whenρ → ∞, then v → 0 towards the past singularity; we will refer to this as an (asymptotically) ultra-stiff equation of state, see [21] . If c We will denote the three cases as the (asymptotically) ultra-stiff , stiff , and soft cases, respectively; as we will see, their past dynamics is associated with an increasingly complicated and challenging analysis. Let us therefore begin with the simplest ultra-stiff case (the physical status of an ultra-stiff equation of state can be questioned since c s is larger than the speed of light, however, it is of interest for structural stability reasons to study sources with fluids with such an equation of state, moreover, in [21] , and references therein, the study of problems associated with ultra-stiff equations of state is motivated by considering broader theoretical contexts than general relativity).
As follows from the above analysis the past attractor in the ultra-stiff case has to reside on the v ultra−stiff = 0 silent boundary subset (and thusρ ultra−stiff = ρ ultra−stiff asymptotically), which, when inserted into (48a), yields
where we have assumed an asymptotically linear ultra-stiff equation of state such that w ultra-stiff = lim ρ ultra-stiff →∞ (w); in the case of several fluids with the same ultra-stiff asymptotic equation of state ρ ultra-stiff , as well as Ω ultra-stiff , represents their total contributions. For the other less asymptotically stiff fluids in case (i) we obtain
on the class A v ultra−stiff = 0 boundary (the index (i) on objects associated with the i:th fluid, which has a comparably asymptotic soft equation of state, has been dropped). Since the r.h.s. of (60) is positive it follows that Ω/Ω ultra-stiff → 0 towards the past, and since Ω ultra-stiff is bounded, because of the Gauss constraint 1 − Σ 2 − Ω k − Ω tot = 0 and the non-negativity of the energy densities and Ω k , this leads to that the ultra-stiff fluid(s) dominates towards the singularity, and Ω (i) → 0; hence the attractor in the ultrastiff case (i) resides on the class A Bianchi type I -VII 0 part of the silent boundary with v ultra-stiff = 0, Ω (i) = 0, for all i except for the i associated with the ultra-stiff fluid(s), subset. This leads to that (46a) asymptotically yields
and hence, due to that Ω ultra-stiff ≤ 1, asymptotically Ω ultra-stiff = 1 and Ω k = 0, and thus, because of the Gauss constraint, Σ 2 = 0. That Ω k = 0 and Σ 2 = 0 yield that the past attractor in the ultra-stiff case must reside on the isotropic type I subset or the isotropic type VII 0 subset; in the latter case we can choose a Fermi frame in which N αβ = diag(0, N, N ), or cycle, which yields ∂ ∂ ∂ 0 N = qN = 1 2 (1 + 3w ultra-stiff )N , and hence N → 0, i.e., the past attractor is located on the isotropic type I subset, which is a frame independent statement; we will refer to the silent isotropic type I subset as the silent Friedmann subset F . Hence, in the present case, the past attractor resides on a subset of F where
The above is easily generalized to the situation when the most ultra-stiff equation(s) of state does not have a limit, but a lower bound w − ultra-stiff > 1; one still obtains that the past attractor resides on F with Ω ultra-stiff = 1, Ω (i) = 0, v ultra-stiff = 0, Σ 2 = 0, even though q has no limit. The analysis of the stiff case (ii) proceeds in the same manner and with the same arguments as in the ultra-stiff case (i), but with the extra requirement that the generic asymptotic non-Taub conjecture holds. This leads to that v stiff = 0 asymptotically, and that Ω (i) = 0 asymptotically for all fluids with equations of state that are asymptotically softer than the asymptotically stiff fluid(s). On the class A Bianchi type I -VII 0 subset with v stiff = 0 and Ω (i) = 0, Eq. (46a) yields
and thus Ω stiff is monotonically increasing towards the singularity, and due to the boundedness of Ω stiff it follows that Ω k = 0, and q = 2. This yields that Ω tot = Ω stiff =Ω stiff asymptotically, where we have introduced the convention of using hats on purely spatially dependent, i.e., temporally constant, quantities. That Ω k = 0 yields two possibilities: the type I boundary or the locally rotationally symmetric (LRS) type VII 0 boundary. By choosing a Fermi frame and diagonalizing both Σ αβ and N αβ for the latter case so that Σ αβ = diag(−2, 1, 1) √ Σ 2 and N αβ = diag(0, N, N ), or cycle, one obtains ∂ ∂ ∂ 0 N = 2(1 + √ Σ 2 )N , from which it follows that N → 0 towards the past singularity, i.e., once again we end up on the type I subset. Thus we reach the conclusion that the past attractor for the (asymptotic) stiff fluid case (ii) resides on the silent type I subset with
we will refer to this subset as the silent Jacobs subset J (the exact solutions for a single stiff perfect fluid in Bianchi type I were first found by Jacobs [22] ). We now turn to the soft case (iii). In this case we expect that Ω (i) → 0 for all i towards the past singularity, and hence that the past attractor resides on the vacuum subset Ω tot = 0; furthermore, in the vacuum case there exists evidence that the past attractor resides on the union of the silent vacuum type I subset, known as the silent Kasner subset K, and the silent vacuum type II subset [12, 14, 13] . The reason for the expectation that Ω tot = 0 asymptotically is that there exists evidence for that this happens when one has one fluid with a soft equation of state [12] , and it seems reasonable that one can apply this result for each fluid individually (we will provide arguments for this in the next subsection). Furthermore, in [23, 24] we presented evidence that indicated that the past attractor of the Bianchi type I models with two soft fluids resided on K, and since we expect that K plays a 'dominant' role in the asymptotic dynamics this gives further support for the claim that Ω tot → 0. This leads to the conclusion that the asymptotic evolution for the geometric degrees of freedom are governed by the vacuum equations, and that therefore, in this sense, 'matter does not matter'.
From the discussion of the above ultra-stiff and stiff cases we see that we can generalize the 'matter does not matter' statement to a conjecture for all three cases: Remark. We have produced considerable evidence for this conjecture in the ultra-stiff and stiff cases (see also [21] , and references therein), and further support comes from the theorem by Andersson and Rendall in [25] for the stiff case. The situation for the soft case is less convincing, although, it has support both from heuristic arguments, numerical experiments for special models, and proofs for a single orthogonal fluid in Bianchi type IX [18, 19] .
Since the past attractor resides on the Ω (i) = 0 subset, for all i, except for the fluid(s) with the most asymptotically stiff equation of state in case (i) and the fluid(s) with an asymptotically stiff equation of state in case (ii). On this subset the variables v α (i) act as test fields, whose equations decouple from Einstein's field equations. Once the latter has been solved the solutions can be inserted into the equations for v α (i) , which can be subsequently analyzed. This suggests a split of the silent state vector S in the fluid cases according to:
where S dominant = (Ω ultra−stiff , v 
in all cases, since Ω (i) = 0, for all i, except for the asymptotically 'dominant' ultra-stiff fluid(s) in case (i) and the asymptotically stiff fluid(s) in case (ii), but in those cases v ultra−stiff = 0 and v stiff = 0, respectively. This taken together with that the past attractors in all fluid cases are conjectured to reside on the silent class A subset implies that it is possible for a solution to be expressed in an asymptotic Fermi frame in which both Σ αβ and N αβ are diagonalized, i.e.,
In all fluid cases, the silent Bianchi type I subset plays a prominent role, indeed, according to the previous analysis the past attractors for the ultra-stiff and stiff cases reside there, and we therefore now turn to this subset in more detail.
The silent Bianchi type I subset
For all class A models with Q α tot = 0 and Π αβ tot = 0, it is possible to choose a shear diagonalized Fermi frame, which then implies that the Codazzi constraints are trivially fulfilled. Inserting these conditions into the silent type I equations lead to the following:
where 2 − q = 3 2 (Ω tot − P tot ). Using the previous asymptotic result that Ω (i) = 0, we have that asymptotically towards the past Ω tot is equal to Ω ultra−stiff , Ω stiff , and 0, while Ω tot − P tot is equal to (1 − w ultra−stiff )Ω ultra−stiff , 0, 0, in the three fluid cases, respectively. In agreement with the previous analysis, this leads to that Σ α = 0 asymptotically in the ultra-stiff case, i.e., the past attractor resides on the F subset, while in the stiff case Σ α =Σ α , Ω tot =Ω stiff = 1 −Σ 2 , i.e., the past attractor on the type I subset resides on the Jacobs subset J . In the present frame J , projected onto Σ α -space, consists of a disc of fix points of the system (68), parameterized by temporally constant (non-ordered) shear eigenvaluesΣ α , which we refer to as the Jacobs disc J . In the soft case we have that in type I asymptotically Σ α =Σ α and Σ 2 = 1, and thus that K, projected onto Σ α -space, in the present frame consists of a circle of fix points, parameterized by temporally constant (non-ordered) shear eigenvalueŝ Σ α , referred to as the Kasner circle K , which forms the boundary of the Jacobs disc in the stiff case.
Since the shear eigenvalues Σ α take temporally constant values on the silent type I subset, the variables Σ α =Σ α , can be expressed in terms of the shape parameters p α , see [10] , defined according to
where we have omitted the hats on the spatially dependent p α to conform with standard notation. In the ultra-stiff case (i), where Σ α = 0, we obtain that (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) = 1 3 (1, 1, 1). For the stiff case (ii),
the soft case (i), associated with K on which the shape parameters are known as Kasner parameters, is obtained by settingΩ stiff = 0. Note that (Σ 1 ,Σ 2 ,Σ 3 ) = (2, −1, −1), and cycle, or equivalently (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) = (1, 0, 0), and cycle, corresponds to the intersection of the Taub subset with the silent type I boundary; we will refer to these values of the parameter set {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 } as the Taub points.
To study what happens asymptotically towards the past with the test field v α on the type I subset, it is useful to first consider the equations for c α by inserting the result that asymptotically on type I Σ α = 3p α − 1 into (47b), which yields
These equations, which decouple from the equation for v, can be treated as a separate dynamical system that satisfies the constraint c α c α = 1, i.e., we have a dynamical system on a sphere with unit radius, parameterized by p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 . We note that this system is the same as that for v α when v 2 = 1, i.e., the dynamics for c α is the same as for the extreme tilt subset v 2 = 1, which in [12] was examined by means of spherical coordinates in the case p 1 < p 2 < p 3 .
In the ulstrastiff case where (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) = 1 3 (1, 1, 1) , it follows that c α =ĉ α and hence we obtain a ball of fix pointsĉ We now turn to the past asymptotic behavior for the peculiar test speeds v on the type I subset. By regarding c α as time-dependent coefficients in the evolution equation for v, we can apply a theorem by Strauss and Yorke [26] that implies that v is past asymptotically determined by the past asymptotics of c α . Hence we insert that c α = c β = 0, c (47a); remarkably the two cases lead to the same equation, and hence v is asymptotically governed by
Consequently v is monotonically decreasing (increasing) towards the past if c there exist some fix points on K for which v → 0 and some for which v → 1. The limit c 2 s → 1 ⇒ v → 0 everywhere on J and K (apart from at the Taub points which we have excluded from our analysis). To obtain further insights we now turn to perturbations of the silent Bianchi type I subset in a Σ αβ diagonalized Fermi frame, characterized byΣ α or p α .
Stability and instability of the type I subset on the silent boundary
For the ultra-stiff case it is easily seen that F is a stable subset w.r.t. perturbations of E α i , A α , N αβ , Σ αβ , Ω (i) , and hence we expect that there exists a past attractor in the full state space that resides on F in this case, a statement that is also supported by the analysis in [21] . We therefore turn to the past attractor for the stiff, soft, and vacuum cases.
For a subset to be a past attractor on the silent boundary for the evolution along a generic timeline in a generic solution requires that the subset is a past attractor on the silent boundary. To identify the past attractor subset we next perturb the type I stiff fluid and vacuum subsets in a Fermi frame with diagonalized shear Σ αβ , i.e., we perturb J and K , where J and K denote the relevant set of values (Σ 1 ,Σ 2 ,Σ 3 ). This leads to that we obtain the same form for the equations in the stiff, soft, and vacuum cases because q = 2 and Σ αβ = diag(Σ 1 ,Σ 2 ,Σ 3 ):
where (αβγ) = (123) and cycle,
where the above equations refer to separate components, and where | J ,K indicates evaluation at J in the stiff case (ii), and at K in the soft case (iii) and the vacuum case ((73d) is, of course, only relevant in the stiff and soft cases). We have refrained from a stability analysis of the fields v α , since such an analysis on the silent type I subset was done in the previous subsection. The stability analysis of Σ αβ depends on the choice of spatial frame, to be discussed below. From (73) it follows that (apart from the usual Taub subset caveat) A α , and N αβ , when α = β, are stable towards the past singularity for the fluid cases as well as the vacuum case. In addition Ω (i) is past stable in the fluid cases w.r.t. the above perturbations (except when v = 1 at the non-hyperbolic Taub points which we exclude). This is in agreement with the previous results for the stiff fluid case (ii), furthermore, since we expect that K is past 'dominating' in the soft case (iii), this suggests that Ω (i) → 0 ∀ i towards the past in that case as well, supporting our previous discussion, cf. also [13, 27] .
However, the stability towards the past of N α depends on the sign of p α = 1 3 (1 +Σ α ). From (73) it follows that in the stiff case (ii) the part of the Jacobi disc J that is inside the triangle defined bŷ Σ α = −1 ∀α, i.e. withΣ α > −1 or, equivalently, p α > 0, is stable w.r.t. N α perturbations towards the past; we will denote this subset of J as J ∆ . Outside this triangle J has a single unstable mode, N α whenΣ α < −1, or, equivalently, when p α < 0. This follows from that only one of p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 is negative, because p 1 + p 2 + p 3 = 1 and p
(1 + 2Σ) whereΣ = 1 −Ω stiff , and where (αβγ) = (123), and cycle. In the soft case (iii), and in the vacuum case, it follows from (73) that K is unstable everywhere towards the past (except at the excluded non-hyperbolic Taub points) with a single unstable N α -mode whenΣ α < −1, or, equivalently, when p α < 0 (p 1 + p 2 + p 3 = 1 and p
where (αβγ) = (123), and cycle).
The past instabilities in the stiff, soft, and vacuum cases are associated with so-called silent Bianchi type II curvature transitions, to use the nomenclature of [13] , i.e., orbits associated with Bianchi type II. We therefore take a closer look at this silent subset for the stiff, soft and vacuum cases in a Fermipropagated shear eigenframe.
The type II subset
In the past asymptotic limit v α stiff = 0 in the stiff case, and Ω (i) = 0 in the stiff and soft cases, where i refers to a fluid with an asymptotically soft equation of state. We are thus interested in the subset on Bianchi type II that is described by a single stiff fluid with v α stiff = 0 in the stiff case (ii), and the vacuum type II subset in the soft case (iii) and the vacuum case. We choose a Fermi-propagated shear eigenframe with Σ αβ = diag(Σ 1 , Σ 2 , Σ 3 ), and project the dynamics onto Σ α -Ω stiff -space, i.e., we disregard the test fields v α (i) ; in addition we set N αβ = 0, except for a single component N γγ = N γ , which we determine via the Gauss constraint, which yields N 
where (αβγ) = (123), and cycle, and where q = 2(Σ 2 + Ω stiff ) (Ω stiff = 0 in the vacuum case). It follows that the solutions to (74) are trajectories that are straight lines when projected onto Σ α -space. Since −2 ≤ Σ α ≤ 2, α = 1, 2, 3, and q < 2 on the type II subset, equations (74) show that Σ γ (Σ α , Σ β ) is monotonically increasing (decreasing) towards the past and approaches a limit value on the type I boundary where q = 2. Together with the previous stability analysis, this implies that the solutions originate from Jacobi/Kasner fixed points with Σ γ < −1 and end at Jacobi/Kasner fixed points with Σ γ > −1, when the direction of time is taken to be towards the singularity. Hence the global future attractor of (74) is given by the fix points on K ∪ J (K in the vacuum case) for which Σ γ ≤ −1, while the past attractor of (74) is given by the fixed points on K ∪ J (K in the vacuum case) with Σ γ ≥ −1. Using the nomenclature of [13, 27] , the solution trajectories are denoted as single curvature transitions, and they reflect and describe the outcome of the past instabilities described in the previous subsection.
Spatial frame choices and spatial frame transitions
To analyze the stability of Σ αβ on the silent subset requires a choice of spatial frame. However, Eqs. (73) hold for any spatial frame that admits Σ αβ = diag(Σ 1 ,Σ 2 ,Σ 3 ) and R α = 0 as an invariant subset; furthermore, when projecting out the peculiar velocities, which we will do in the reminder of this subsection, these sets form sets of fix points for the projected system of equations. Nevertheless, in the full state space a Fermi frame cannot in general be shear diagonalized, and thus when we consider the general interior dynamics we have to make some other spatial frame choice. For our purposes, however, it suffices to consider an asymptotic spatial frame choice, and we find it convenient to assume that the spatial frame is asymptotically specified according to
where (αβγ) = (123), or cycle, and where ǫ α is equal to 0, 1, or −1. The case ǫ α = (0, 0, 0) yields a Fermi frame; ǫ α = (−1, 1, −1) is connected with the Iwasawa frame choice E 1 2 = E 2 3 = E 1 3 = 0 used in e.g. [13] , which also yields N 33 = 0; ǫ α = (1, 1, 1) is the frame choice used in [12] , and thus (75) includes the choices we are aware of that has been used in the literature (including the ones that appear in Bianchi cosmology).
Next we turn to the evolution equation of Σ αβ on K and J :
which, when written out explicitly in terms of (75), takes the form
and cycle. From this we see that Σ 12 = Σ 23 = Σ 31 = 0 form the invariant subsets J and K , but these sets of fix points are extended if ǫ α = 0, e.g., in the Fermi case all Σ αβ =Σ αβ , but in this case we can make a temporally constant change of axes and diagonalize Σ αβ so that Σ αβ = diag(Σ 1 ,Σ 1 ,Σ 1 ), and thus the analysis of (73) hold for all choices (75), but it remains to study the past stability of
For simplicity we restrict ourselves to either a Fermi frame or spatial frames for which ǫ 1 ǫ 2 ǫ 3 = 0. In the Fermi case Σ αβ =Σ αβ , and thus there exists a ellipsoidal ball (ellipsoid) of fix points in the J (K) case, which corresponds to a center manifold. When ǫ 1 ǫ 2 ǫ 3 = 0 each R α destabilizes parts of J /K by inducing so-called frame transitions, trajectories that connect one fix point representation of a type I solution with another, by means of an axes permutation [13] . 10 Of particular interest are single frame transitions T Rα , trajectories that reside on the subset given by R β = R γ = Σ γα = Σ αβ = 0, where (αβγ) = (123), and cycle. The special status of single transitions is due to that the effect of multiple transitions (several R α = 0) can be obtained via combinations of single transitions, and that asymptotically multiple transitions seem to be generically suppressed [13] .
The equations for the T R1 transitions are given by
and thus Σ 11 =Σ 1 , and hence Σ 22 + Σ 33 = −Σ 1 , while Σ 2 =Σ 2 , since Σ 2 is a frame invariant scalar, yields the integral Σ Moreover, due to the boundedness of the components Σ αβ these monotonicity properties lead to that the transitions T R1 start and end at fix points on J /K , and that the result is just a permutation of the 2:nd and 3:rd axis; similar remarks hold for T R2 and T R3 transitions.
Past attractors
In this section we describe the conjectured past attractors for the ultra-stiff, stiff, soft fluid and vacuum cases,
vacuum , respectively. We do so by first describing the past attractors on the silent boundary in a spatial frame that is past asymptotically a Fermi frame, i.e. R α = 0. We then discuss the effects of other choices of spatial frames, followed by considerations concerning the past attractors in the context of the full physical state space, which involve temporal gauge choices.
The ultra-stiff fluid case (i): The previous analysis and discussion suggests that there exists a past attractor A − ultra−stiff on the silent boundary given by
where F − is the past attractor on F , where F is characterized by
To fully describe F − we have to give the past asymptotic values of the fluid degrees of freedom; from subsection 6.3 we have that
Remark. This result is holds for any asymptotic Fermi frame, since Σ αβ = 0, N αβ = 0 asymptotically.
The stiff fluid case (ii):
The previous analysis suggests that there exists a past attractor A − stiff on the silent boundary given by A
where (J ∆ ) − is the past attractor on J ∆ , which is characterized by
where (Σ 1 ,Σ 2 ,Σ 3 ) = (3p 1 − 1, 3p 2 − 1, 3p 3 − 1) are the (non-ordered) eigenvalues ofΣ αβ . To fully describe (J ∆ ) − we have to give the past asymptotic values of the fluid degrees of freedom apart from that Ω stiff =Ω stiff = Ω tot :
where v α is aligned or anti-aligned with the shear eigendirection associated with p max , since the results for v α were obtained in a shear diagonalized Fermi frame. In the original Fermi frame this direction is obtained by performing a rotation of the above result that is the inverse of the temporally constant rotation that is needed to diagonalizeΣ αβ .
Remark. Recall from subsection 6.3 that if (c there exists some fix points on J for which v → 0, some for which v →v, and some for which v → 1, depending on if c , and p max . In addition, the alignments/anti-alignments and zeroes have to be consistent with the Codazzi constraints, since these are zero only asymptotically (cf. the discussion in [23] ).
The soft fluid case (iii): The previous analysis suggests that there exists a past attractor A − soft on the silent boundary vacuum (Ω tot = 0) subset that is given by
where the Kasner subset K, i.e., the silent vacuum type I subset, is described by [12, 13] we expect that these transitions asymptotically become single transitions. Furthermore, as the singularity is approached, we expect the dynamics of a generic timeline of a generic solution in the soft fluid case be such that the time spent in 'almost' Kasner states increases (at least in τ where τ is defined by reparameterizing the timeline so that ∂ ∂ ∂ 0 = ∂ ∂ ∂ τ , see [13] ). Hence the variables v (i) have increasingly long periods of time to reach their past asymptotic states on the Kasner subset. This in turn implies that velocities for different fluids to an increasing extent satisfies the condition , and p max , see subsection 6.3. In addition, the alignments/anti-alignments and zeroes have to be consistent with the Codazzi constraints, since these are zero only asymptotically, see [23] for a discussion of the case with two fluids in Bianchi type I. We hence conclude that the fluid velocities are forced by the spacetime geometry to asymptotically become correlated.
Note that due to the results in subsection 6.3, we expect v → 1 when c we expect both tilt and extreme tilt transitions. However, in [13] it was shown that the Taub states dominate asymptotically in the sense that the probability asymptotically tends to one to find the solution in a Kasner state that is arbitrarily close to a Taub point where p max = 1; this suggests that one almost always finds the fluids in an aligned/antialigned extremely tilted state in case (iii), if one waits sufficiently long in the past time direction towards the singularity.
The above results and discussion assumes a Fermi frame. What happens in the stiff, soft, and vacuum cases if one chooses another type of spatial frame, e.g., one with ǫ 1 ǫ 2 ǫ 3 = 0? Such frames induce frame transitions that destabilize parts of J ∆ towards the past, and adds unstable modes to the N γ ones on certain parts of K . Fig. 3a in [21] describes the past attractor for the single stiff fluid case with two commuting spacelike Killing vectors in a symmetry adapted frame, which by necessity is an Iwasawa frame, see [13] . Fig 3a in [21] therefore illustrates that an Iwasawa frame order the parameters p 1 , p 2 , p 3 so that the past attractor becomes restricted to the subset on J ∆ where p α ≤ p β ≤ p γ , (αβγ) = (123), or cycle, where the order of p 1 , p 2 , p 3 depends on the order of axes in the Iwasawa frame implementation. However, a full understanding of the effects of frame transitions in the soft fluid case and the vacuum case cannot be obtained by means of just locally studying the instabilities they induce, since they seem to have cumulative statistically generic effects that suppress degrees of freedom, as shown for the Iwasawa frame in the vacuum case in [13] . The analysis in [13] was both long and non-trivial, and quite different in character w.r.t. the present analysis, and we therefore refrain from discussing the effects of non-Fermi frame choices further. However, since an Iwasawa frame suppresses the degrees of freedom, should not something similar happen for the Fermi frame which we have discussed? Our suggestion is that this is related to what we have conjectured above, by assuming that asymptotically along a timeline a sequence of oscillations take place in a fixed shear diagonalized Fermi frame; this may very well only be generically statistically true (i.e., there could be special timelines on which the shear eigendirections change, e.g., during type II transitions), if true at all (for some numerical results, see [15] ).
Stability of the past attractors in the full state space
We now turn to the discussion of the role of the past attractors on the silent boundary of the stiff, soft, and vacuum cases in the full physical state space. We have previously argued that E α i → 0 towards the past for generic timelines of generic solutions. To gain further support for the consistency of this claim it is of interest to compute E α i 'on' the past attractors by inserting the attractor subset variable values in
, thus yielding a lowest order past attractor perturbation of E α i in the full state space. Since the past attractor resides on the type I subset in the stiff case and since we expect the type I subset to 'dominate' in the soft and vacuum cases, we insert the J /K values in F α β ; this yields the following equation for the individual E α i components:
and thus we see that E α i is stable towards the past everywhere on J /K , except at the Taub points, as is to be expected, but which nevertheless yields further support for the claim E α i → 0. To proceed further we have to discuss temporal gauge choices. A necessary condition for that the previous past attractors are also (local) past attractors in the full state space is that the temporal gauge satisfies the asymptotic gauge locality condition (39a) in section 5. Before considering comoving fluid gauges, we will discuss r α . Recall that r α = −E α i ∂ i ln H, and since E α i → 0, then r α → 0 if a gauge is chosen such that ∂ i ln H does not blow up too fast (we can choose a constant mean curvature gauge for which r α is identically zero, however, it is of interest to be less restrictive since other gauges may be of interest).
Another way at looking at the evolution of r α is to heuristically regard the evolution equation (21a) for r α asymptotically as an equation of the form ∂ ∂ ∂ 0 r α = a α β r β + b α , where a α β is F α β computed on the past attractor, while b α is (∂ ∂ ∂ α +U α )(q + 1) calculated 'on' the past attractor, where E α i in ∂ ∂ ∂ α is computed by inserting the attractor values in F α β in the evolutions equation
Since we expect b α → 0 at a fast rate in a gauge whereU α tends to zero fast (recall that q is 2 in the stiff case or 'almost always' 2 in the soft case due to 'Kasner dominance') and since ∂ ∂ ∂ 0 r 2 = (qδ α β − Σ α β )r α r β when b α = 0, it seems reasonable that r α → 0, for a large class ofU α . 11 For an example of a gauge with (M α , W α ) = (0, 0) for which there is numerical support that r α → 0 (as well asU α → 0), see [14] .
We now turn from general gauge considerations to the issue if there are fluid congruences that satisfy the asymptotic gauge locality conditions (39a). Choosing the temporal reference congruence as one of the fluid congruences implies that for that fluid v α = 0, ρ =ρ, p =p, and Q α = Π αβ = 0, while P = wΩ (again we drop the index (i)). The fluid equations reduce to
11 In [14] , where Mα = Wα = 0, it was noted that Eα i = 0,Uα = 0 yields an invariant boundary subset, where rα = 0 leads to the same equations as those for spatially self-similar models. In [14] we referred to this subset as the silent boundary, but since ∂ ∂ ∂ 0 r 2 = (qδα β − Σα β )rα r β on this subset, which leads to that rα → 0, we have chosen to focus on the subset with rα = 0, which we here has referred to as the silent boundary. However, note that rα is stable towards the past on the 'extended' silent boundary.
or equivalently,
Assuming that the weak energy condition holds strictly for the fluid component at hand, i.e., ρ > 0 and ρ + p > 0, makes it possible to introduce the particle density n and the chemical potential µ, dn n = dρ ρ + p , µ = ρ + p n , dµ µ = dp ρ + p ,
which, together with (90), yields
where a suitable function of n may be useful as a matter variable in the case w = const, see [28] . By applying ∂ ∂ ∂ 0 to (92b) and using (21a) and (15a) we obtain leads to that W α → 0 everywhere on K , but in accordance with [13] we expect the Taub points where (Σ 1 ,Σ 2 ,Σ 3 ) = (2, −1, −1), i.e (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) = (1, 0, 0), and cycle, to dominate, and this suggests that the condition c 2 s > 0 suffices for the vorticity to tend to zero asymptotically. However, it is not enough that the vorticity tends to zero in order for the asymptotic gauge locality condition (39a) to be fulfilled, it is also required thatU α → 0.
The analysis of (93) of the past asymptotic behavior ofU α is complicated by the term ∂ ∂ ∂ α (3c 2 s − q). However, by considering its asymptotic expression, by inserting the asymptotics for q and c 2 s , and by solving the evolution equation for E α i 'on' the silent boundary (i.e., by perturbing the past attractor to lowest order), this term can be regarded as a time-dependent inhomogeneous term; similarly one can compute the factor beforeU α on the r.h.s., which yields an equation of the form ∂ ∂ ∂ 0Uα = aU α + b α , where a and b α can be regarded as given time dependent functions on a given timeline. Hence the general solution can be obtained by adding a particular solution to the general solution of the homogeneous part, ∂ ∂ ∂ 0Uα = aU α . In order for the comoving gauge to satisfy the asymptotic gauge locality condition (39a) for geneneric solutions and timelines it is required thatU α → 0 generically, and a necessary condition for this is thatU α → 0 according to the homogeneous equation, which, when computed in a Fermi frame on J ∆ /K , yieldsU
In the stiff case (ii)U α → 0 requires that c 2 s > p max ) on J ∆ , i.e., the same condition as required for v α → 0 (which of course is to be expected), and thus there are regions on J ∆ that are associated with solutions for which one can use comoving gauges of soft fluids, if c In the soft case (iii) the comoving gauges of the various fluids are not gauges that satisfy the asymptotic gauge locality condition, since we expect the Taub points, where p max = 1, to asymptotically dominate, which suggests thatU α does not tend to zero. This concludes the discussion of comoving temporal gauge choices.
Our conjecture is that the if we choose a gauge that satisfies the asymptotic gauge locality condition, then the past attractors A Remark. The concept of local past attractor has two meanings: First, it may not be a global past attractor describing generic singularities since there may exist other 'singularity' attractors, e.g. describing generic weak null singularities, if such exist. Second, local in the sense of an attractor describing the asymptotic evolution along an individual timeline. Associated with generic asymptotically silent singularities there may exist special timelines with recurring spike formation [14, 16] , and to describe the singularity in this case requires that we not only describe the past attractor along the generic timelines but also on these special timelines. Consider the vacuum case: In [16] certain explicit vacuum solutions, residing on the partially silent boundary for which the rank of E α i is one, form a subset that together with K describes the past attractor of the asymptotic evolution along special timelines on which asymptotic locality, but not asymptotic silence, is broken by means of recurring spike formation; these special explicit solutions play a similar role to the vacuum type II solutions that form the attractor A − vacuum together with K for most of the timelines.
Conclusions
In this paper we have studied the dynamics along generic timelines of generic asymptotically silent and local spacetime singularities for a source that consists of i fluids whose Hubble-normalized interactions can be asymptotically neglected when the energy densities of the fluids tend to infinity. We have provided evidence for that it is the fluid that has the asymptotically stiffest equation of state (i.e., the largest (c ) max < 1 the asymptotic dynamics is oscillatory and the spacetime geometry is asymptotically determined by the vacuum equations; if (c 2 s ) max = 1 the asymptotic dynamics is described locally by the Jacobs solution (witĥ Σ α > −1 ∀α), and hence the solution is locally asymptotically self-similar (i.e., all scalars asymptotically take temporally constant values; note that this is in contrast to the oscillatory case which provides an example of local asymptotic self-similarity breaking, cf. [31] ), and thus non-oscillatory; if (c 2 s ) max > 1 the asymptotic dynamics is described by an isotropic (and thus locally asymptotically self-similar, in the case of an asymptotically linear equation of state) singularity.
In addition we have provided evidence for that v α (i) → 0 towards the singularity if (c 2 s ) (i) ≥ 1 asymptotically, and that one then can choose the corresponding fluid congruence as the timelike reference congruence in the description of the asymptotically silent and local singularity. However, this is not the case for fluids for which v α (i) does not tend to zero everywhere on the past attractor, as in the case of fluids with c 2 s < 1 asymptotically in the stiff and soft fluid cases. Hence, in the stiff and soft fluid cases, fluids with (c 2 s ) (i) < 1 asymptotically, always move w.r.t. the reference congruence with which one describes the temporal development in the vicinity of a generic asymptotically silent and local singularity. We thus draw the conclusion that even though soft matter 'does not matter' for the asymptotic spacetime geometry in these cases, such matter always have matter-momentum. This statement is also supported by that the Hubble-normalized acceleration is non-zero in the comoving frame of such a fluid, which leads to that a fluid element picks up momentum in a freely falling local frame. Thus, in the stiff fluid case, for matter that can matter for the singularity, (matter) momentum and (matter) angular momentum does not matter. However, in both the stiff and soft fluid cases, for matter that does not matter for the singularity, (matter) momentum matters. 
